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Abstract
Dimah Dera
TOWARDS MACHINE SELF-AWARENESS – A BAYESIAN FRAMEWORK FOR
UNCERTAINTY PROPAGATION IN DEEP NEURAL NETWORKS
2019-2020
Nidhal C. Bouaynaya, Ph.D.
Doctor of Philosophy
Deep neural networks (DNNs) have surpassed human-level accuracy in various
fields, including object recognition and classification. However, DNNs being inherently
deterministic, are unable to evaluate their confidence in the decisions. Bayesian inference
provides a principled approach to reason about model confidence or uncertainty by
estimating the posterior distribution of the unknown parameters. The challenge in DNNs
is the multi-layer stages of non-linearities, which makes propagation of high-dimensional
distributions mathematically intractable. This dissertation establishes the theoretical and
algorithmic foundations of uncertainty or belief propagation by developing new deep
learning models that can quantify their uncertainty in the decision and self-asses their
performance. We introduce Tensor Normal distributions as priors over the network
parameters and derive a first-order Taylor series mean-covariance propagation framework.
We subsequently extend the first-order approximation to an unscented framework that
propagates sigma points through the model layers and is shown to be accurate to at least
the second-order approximation. The uncertainty in the output decision is given by the
propagated covariance of the predictive distribution. Experiments on benchmark datasets
demonstrate: 1) superior robustness against Gaussian noise and adversarial attacks; 2) selfassessment through predictive confidence that decreases quickly with increasing levels of
ambient noise or attack; and 3) an ability to detect a targeted attack from ambient noise.
v
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Motivation: Importance of Model Uncertainty in Deep Neural Networks

Deep neural networks (DNNs) have recently achieved state-of-the-art accuracy in
a wide assortment of tasks [54], including visual object detection and segmentation [23,
32, 50, 85], speech recognition [38, 68, 98], natural language processing [30], automatic
machine translation [53] and genomics [56]. DNNs can successfully discover intricate
patterns in high-dimensional data and therefore hold the promise of many modern applications and emerging technologies such as autonomous driving vehicles [3], autonomous
unmanned aircraft systems [78], smart cities infrastructure [4], automated health-care recommendation systems [48, 52] and cybersecurity [8]
However, DNNs are yet viewed as deterministic models, i.e., all the unknown parameters, including convolutional kernels, weights of the fully-connected layers, as well as
model predictions, are point estimates. In particular, DNNs are unable to provide calibrated
confidence or a measure of uncertainty in their prediction [34]. In classification models,
the soft-max output is often misinterpreted as a measure of confidence or uncertainty as
the soft-max function transforms its domain values from (−∞, ∞) to (0, 1). However,
DNNs assign high soft-max values to the wrong class when the input sample is far from
the training distribution (i.e., noisy or perturbed inputs) [70, 76]. For critical applications,
such as self-driving cars or automated medical diagnostic systems, failure to indicate when
the DNNs are likely mistaken can lead to perilous consequences and limit their adoption
[3, 7, 12, 24, 42, 43, 48, 86].
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Quantifying the confidence (or equivalently uncertainty) of a model’s prediction is
crucial in applications, where decision-making and control are handed over to autonomous
systems as they directly tie to the safety and trustworthiness of the system.

1.1.1 Personalized treatment in medicine. In medical diagnostic systems, the reliability and trustworthiness of a model’s prediction are of particular interest, especially
when the output of the model is fed into higher-level decision-making processes. For example, an automated tumor detection system may use a DNN for delineating tumor boundaries
in MRI scans [85]. Another example is introducing automated systems for predicting an individual’s risk of having myocardial infarction or a woman’s risk of developing breast cancer based on medical records, and hence guiding subsequent clinical decisions [40, 47, 51].
Such systems could introduce biases and make unreasonable suggestions if a system encounters test examples that lie outside of its data distribution. However, given the model’s
confidence or uncertainty, a physician knows when the recommendation system is not confident in its decision, e.g., in the case of noisy input signal or adversarial attacks. Hence the
physician can do further investigations that help to decide a better treatment plan.

1.1.2 Autonomous driving vehicles. Self-driving cars depend on low-level feature
extraction tasks such as image segmentation and object detection in which deep learning models can be used, and the output of the model is fed into higher-level decisionmaking procedures. Any mistake in the lower-level machine learning tasks can influence
the decision-making process and lead to devastating results. One example, demonstrating
the risk of using deep learning models in a self-driving system, is the failure of the model
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to distinguish the white side of a turning trailer from a bright sky, which led to the first
fatality of an assisted driving system [77]. Another example is the death of a woman who
was struck by an autonomous car operated by Uber [57]. In such autonomous systems, the
model’s confidence or uncertainty can be used and alerts the driver to take control over the
steering.

1.2

Problem Statement and Background

Bayesian probability theory provides a principled approach to reason about the uncertainty of a model, including DNNs. In the Bayesian framework, model parameters, i.e.,
the weights and biases, are defined as random variables with a prior probability distribution.
We estimate the posterior distribution of the parameters using available data and the likelihood distribution. The posterior distribution is used to find the predictive distribution of
new data by marginalizing out the parameters. The variance of the predictive distribution
provides a quantitative measure of uncertainty associated with each prediction. Therefore, estimating uncertainty in DNNs is directly dependent on estimating the posterior of
unknown parameters given the data. In general, the exact Bayesian inference on the parameters of a DNN is intractable as the functional form of a DNN does not lend itself to exact
integration, and the number of parameters is very large [11]. Various approaches have been
proposed in the literature to approximate the posterior distribution of the weights, including
the well-known variational approximation [11, 31, 33, 37, 62, 82, 87, 91, 97].
Variational inference (VI) is the most popular, theoretically grounded and computationally effective approach for approximating the posterior density in DNNs. VI approximation converts the intractable density inference problem into an optimization one that can
3

be solved using standard optimization algorithms, including gradient descent-based optimization [33]. VI methods pose a simple family of distributions over the latent variables
(unknown model’s parameters) and then find (through optimization) a member of this family of distributions that is closest, in terms of Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence, to the desired posterior distribution [39]. The variational density then serves as a proxy for the exact
posterior density. VI approaches are easy to implement using the classic back-propagation
method, scalable to large datasets and modern DNNs architectures and amenable to techniques like stochastic gradient optimization, parallelization over multiple processors, and
acceleration using GPUs [33]. However, the challenge remains, i.e., the propagation of the
high-dimensional variational distribution introduced over the model’s parameters through
multiple layers of DNNs (consisting of linear and nonlinear transformations) [18].
The early variational approaches in the literature were seen as regularization [33,
39]. Recently, sampling-based VI is used for estimating uncertainty, where one sample
is drawn randomly from the variational posterior and is passed forward through network
layers [11,28,87]. However, the moments of the variational distribution — defined over the
network parameters — are generally not propagated from one layer of the DNN to the next
layer. The uncertainty in the output decision is estimated using the frequentist approach,
i.e., averaging stochastic forward passes through the model at test time using Monte Carlo
and computing the sample variance [11, 28, 87].
Therefore, variational learning in deep learning models is yet a challenging task due
to limitations or drawbacks that can be summarized as follows:

1. No forward propagation of any higher moment of the variational distribution from
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one layer of a DNN to the next layer.
2. Only one sample is drawn randomly from the variational posterior and is passed
forward through network layers.
3. The uncertainty in models’ predictions is estimated using the frequentist approach,
i.e., averaging stochastic forward passes through layers of a neural network at test
time using Monte Carlo and computing the sample variance between different predictions.
4. The lack of generalization to various modern DNNs architectures such as convolutional neural networks (CNNs), which requires specifying the distribution over the
convolutional kernels considering the correlation of the variance in the 3-D space.
5. No analysis has been done to show the relationship between estimating uncertainty
and robustness to noise.

1.3

Research Objectives and Contributions

In this work, we establish the theoretical and algorithmic foundations of uncertainty or belief propagation through complex deep learning models by adopting powerful statistical frameworks from density tracking in non-linear and non-Gaussian dynamical systems. We propose a novel framework that can propagate densities (accurate up to
third order) though various layers of modern DNNs, i.e., convolution, non-linear activation,
max-pooling, fully-connected, batch-norm, or soft-max layers. Our framework adopts the
variational inference (VI) framework, propagates the first two moments of the variational
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distribution and can handle non-linear transformations (i.e., activation functions) as well as
non-Gaussian distributions. We start with the first-order Taylor series approximation for the
estimation of a distribution after a non-linear transformation. Later, we improve posterior
approximation using the unscented transformation, which propagates sigma points through
the network’s layers and results in an estimate of the posterior that is accurate at least up to
the third-order [88] [45]. We perform extensive robustness analysis for the Gaussian noise
and adversarial attacks using benchmark datasets, including MNIST, CIFAR-10, Synthetic
Aperture Radar (SAR) images, and Brain Tumor Segmentation dataset (BraTS 2015). We
compare the performance of our models to the deterministic counterpart CNN and state-ofthe-art Bayesian deep neural networks.
Specifically, this dissertation has significant contributions that can be summarized
as follows:

1. Proposed novel frameworks for propagating variational posterior distribution through
multi-layer stages of non-linearities in deep learning models.
2. Introduced Extended Variational Density Propagation (exVDP) framework, which is
a first-order Taylor series mean-covariance propagation through network layers and
non-linearities.
3. Developed Unscented Variational Density Propagation (unVDP) framework, which
propagates sigma points through the neural network layers. The unscented framework is shown to be accurate to at least the third-order approximation of the posterior
distribution.
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4. Introduced Tensor Normal distributions (TNDs) over the convolutional kernels in
a CNN. TND captures the correlation and variance heterogeneity, both within and
among dimensions of n-D array [66].
5. Performed extensive robustness analysis against Gaussian noise and adversarial attacks on a variety of benchmark datasets, including MNIST, CIFAR-10, Synthetic
Aperture Radar (SAR) and Brain Tumor Segmentation (BraTS 2015). We compare
the performance of our approach to the deterministic counterpart CNN and state-ofthe-art Bayesian deep neural networks.
6. Elucidated how the proposed models result in self-assessment through the uncertainty that increases with increasing levels of ambient noise or adversarial attack and
an ability to detect a targeted attack from ambient noise.

1.4

Organization of the Dissertation

This dissertation is organized as follows.
In Chapter 2, we provide an overview and background for Bayesian modeling and
approximate inference in deep neural networks. We review the state-of-the-art Bayesian
approximation approaches, including variational learning. It is crucial to understand the
mathematical and theoretical assumptions of the previous work to grasp the novelty of this
dissertation.
In Chapter 3, we explain the detailed theoretical and mathematical formulation of
the proposed variational density propagation framework. We introduce Extended Variational Density Propagation (exVDP), which is a first-order Taylor series mean-covariance
7

propagation through network layers and non-linearities.
In Chapter 4, we propose a density propagation framework based on the unscented
transformation (unVDP) that propagates sigma points through layers of a deep neural network. The unscented framework provides an estimate of the posterior distribution, which
is correct at least up to the third order.
In Chapter 5, we evaluate the performance of the proposed exVDP and unVDP
models on classification tasks using two benchmark datasets, i.e., MNIST and CIFAR10 [17,49]. We compare our results with the state-of-the-art, including Bayes-by-Backprop
(BBB), Bayes-CNN, Dropout CNN, and a deterministic CNN [11, 28, 87]. We study the
robustness of the proposed models to various levels of Gaussian noise and adversarial attacks.
In Chapter 6, we present a detailed analysis of the output covariance matrix for the
proposed exVDP and unVDP models. We focus on the estimation uncertainty linked to the
output decisions of deep neural networks. We illustrate how the proposed models use their
confidence/uncertainty information as a quantitative metric to assess their performance, i.e.,
leading to models that are “self-aware”. We also show that the propagation of uncertainty
in deep neural networks is linked to their increased robustness though “logit squeezing”.
In Chapter 7, we apply the proposed exVDP and unVDP models to synthetic aperture radar (SAR) image segmentation. We assess the performance on two SAR datasets,
(1) Airborne SAR (AIRSAR) data of agricultural area over Flevoland in The Netherlands,
and (2) the electronically steered array radar (ESAR) data collected over Oberpfaffenhofen,
Germany [1]. We also show the robustness of our models to noisy SAR datasets — Gaussian noise and adversarial attacks.
8

In Chapter 8, we apply the proposed exVDP and unVDP models to High-Grade
Gliomas (HGG) brain tumor segmentation in MRI scans. We evaluate the performance of
our proposed models compared to a deterministic CNN using Brain Tumor Segmentation
(BraTS 2015) Challenge dataset. The robustness of our models is established by adding
Gaussian noise or adversarial attack to the test dataset.
Finally, Chapter 9 provides a brief conclusion that summarizes this work.

9

Chapter 2
Bayesian Inference in Deep Neural Networks — Literature Review
Bayesian probability theory provides a mathematically grounded tool to infer about
model uncertainty within many existing frameworks, including deep neural networks (DNNs).
This chapter provides a comprehensive background review of Bayesian modeling and approximate inference in DNNs. We review the state-of-the-art Bayesian approximation approaches, including variational learning that is the most popular and computationally effective approach for approximating the posterior density in DNNs

2.1

Bayesian Modeling

We view a neural network as a probabilistic model p(y|X, Ω): given an input tensor
X ∈ RI1 ×I2 ×K (where I1 , I2 , and K represent image height, width, and number of channels
respectively), the neural network assigns a probability distribution to each possible output
y, using the set of parameters (or weights) Ω.
Following the Bayesian thinking, we introduce a prior distribution over network
parameters, Ω ∼ p(Ω). The prior distribution represents our belief as to which parameters
are likely to have generated our data before we observe any data points. Once training
dataset D = {X(i) , y(i) }N
i=1 is observed, the prior distribution will be transformed to capture
the posterior distribution of the parameters given the observed data points, i.e., p(Ω|D).
Given the dataset D and the likelihood distribution p(D|Ω), we then look for the posterior
distribution over the space of parameters by invoking Bayes’ theorem:
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p(Ω|D) =

p(D|Ω)p(Ω)
.
p(D)

(2.1)

By estimating the posterior distribution of the weights given the data p(Ω|D), we
can find the predictive distribution of any new unseen data point X̃,
p(ỹ|X̃, D) =

Z

p(ỹ|X̃, Ω) p(Ω|D) dΩ.

(2.2)

A key component in posterior evaluation is the normalization term in the denominator, also called model evidence:
Z
p(D) =

p(D|Ω)p(Ω) dΩ.

(2.3)

The integration in Eq. (2.3) is referred to as marginalizing the likelihood over all
uncertain quantities, i.e., an average with respect to all possible model parameters Ω, each
weighted by its prior p(Ω). The marginalization over model’s parameters can be done analytically for simple models such as Bayesian linear regression, but with more complicated
models such as DNNs, this marginalization is intractable. In such cases, an approximation
is needed.

2.2

History of Approximate Bayesian Inference

Earlier efforts for integrating Bayesian inference into neural networks started since
the 90s in the machine learning community [65, 74]. Various approaches have been proposed to approximate the posterior distribution of the network’s weights. These approaches
often rely on either different flavors of variational inference, or sampling-based techniques,
and they have their own merits and limitations. We distinguish four different Bayesian
11

approximation approaches in deep learning: 1) Markov chain Monte Carlo approaches [5,
13, 14, 96], 2) Laplace approximation [82], 3) expectation propagation (or assumed density
filtering) [31,37,90,91], and 4) variational inference [11,28,29,33,62,63,83,87,97]. Next,
We survey some of the recently suggested approaches in the literature.

2.2.1 Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling . Hamiltonian Monte Carlo
(HMC, also known as Hybrid Monte Carlo) is a Markov chain sampling approach that was
first developed by Radford Neal, in 1995 for Bayesian posterior inference in neural networks [74]. HMC used Hamiltonian dynamics in Markov chain Monte Carlo following
Newton’s laws of motion [75]. Neal formulated the inference problem by defining a potential energy function in terms of the unknown posterior distribution of the weights given
the data and a kinetic energy term parameterized by a set of “momentum” auxiliary variables [74]. The sum of the potential and kinetic energies gives the Hamiltonian function.
The posterior distribution is then found by discretizing the Hamiltonian dynamics (i.e.,
numerical updates of the momentum variables).
A limitation of HMC, however, is that it requires the gradient computation of the potential energy function over the entire dataset to update the Hamiltonian dynamical system.
This gradient calculation is infeasible in the case of large or streaming data. Furthermore,
the convergence time is prohibitively long in complex, high-dimensional models such as
DNNs.
Recently, a class of approximate inference methods called stochastic gradient Markov
chain Monte Carlo (SG-MCMC) has re-emerged for scaling the MCMC sampling to large
datasets. SG-MCMC is based on using sub-samples or mini-batches of the dataset rather
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than the full dataset [14, 20, 96]. Stochastic gradient Langevin dynamics (SGLD) — the
first method in this class — approximates the posterior distribution using unbiased loglikelihood estimates by connecting stochastic optimization with a first-order Langevin dynamic MCMC technique. SGLD generates samples from the unknown posterior distribution by adding the “right amount” of noise to stochastic gradient descent iterates and
annealing the step size [96]. However, SGLD generates correlated samples from the posterior distribution, which imposes redundancy. Stochastic gradient Hamiltonian Monte Carlo
(SGHMC) builds on the SGLD approach; however, it incorporates the efficient exploration
provided by the HMC momentum term [14]. The detailed characterization of SG-MCMC
sampling can be found in [64].
Even though SG-MCMC sampling has introduced recently as scalable methods
for approximating posterior distribution in DNNs, their approximation efficiency remains
questionable for practical computational budgets, especially because they require evaluating an ensemble of models for estimating uncertainty [72].

2.2.2 Laplace approximation . Laplace approximation — first introduced in neural
networks by David MacKay in 1992 — assumed the posterior distribution over the weights
to be Gaussian distribution with a mean given by the maximum a posteriori estimate and a
covariance matrix given by the inverse of the Hessian of the negative log-likelihood [65].
However, the computation of the Hessian is intractable for modern neural network architectures imposing the need for a new scalable variation that approximates the Hessian.
Recently, Ritter et al proposed block-diagonal Kronecker factored approximation to the
Hessian matrix into two-factor matrices that are smaller than the full covariance and allow
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for an efficient inversion and sampling [82]. Nevertheless, Laplace approximation to the
posterior distribution still requires Monte Carlo sampling of the weights from the approximate posterior during the test phase and computing the inverse of the Kronecker factored
Hessian matrix [82]. Furthermore, the Laplace approximation is employed at test time
only, which implies that training is performed in a deterministic framework ignoring learning uncertainty from the training dataset.

2.2.3 Assumed density filtering and expectation propagation. Assumed density
filtering (ADF) is a sequential method that approximates the posterior distribution through
a set of local approximations to its factors that are iteratively refined for each data point.
ADF is based on projecting the true posterior after each observation onto a member from a
known family of distributions, e.g., exponential family, by minimizing the KL-divergence
between the true and approximating posterior distributions [69]. Thus, input observations
are processed one by one, and the posterior distribution is approximated for each data point.
A critical disadvantage of the ADF approximation is the sensitivity to observation ordering,
an undesirable property in the batch context [69].
Expectation propagation (EP) extends ADF to incorporate iterative refinement of
the local approximations, by making additional passes through the network [69]. However,
the number of factors that approximate the posterior increases with the number of data
points, which often entails a prohibitively large memory overhead [58]. Hernandez-Lobato
and Adams proposed probabilistic back-propagation (PBP), which applied approximate inference in the form of ADF to refine a Gaussian posterior approximation [37]. PBP was
formulated for continuous regression problems. Later, Ghosh et al extended PBP to the
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multi-class classification [31]. Sun et al followed the PBP framework, but they considered a matrix variate Gaussian (MVG) as an approximate distribution to model structured
correlations within the weight matrices [91].
The ADF approximation proposed by Hernandez-Lobato and Adams eliminated
the dependence on ordering by doing multiple ADF passes over the data; however, the
full EP implementation is impractical for DNN due to massive computational and memory
requirements [58]. Furthermore, the PBP framework was restricted to the fully-connected
network architecture and the rectified linear unit (ReLU) activation, which impeded the
generalization to any network architecture.

2.2.4 Variational inference. Variational inference (VI) is a classical posterior density approximation technique that has been efficiently scaled to DNNs in recent years
[11, 28, 29, 33, 62, 63, 83, 87, 97]. VI is an optimization-based approach that minimizes
the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence between a proposed approximate posterior, called a
variational distribution, and the true unknown posterior distribution of the weights.
Blundell et al. used VI and introduced a fully factorized Gaussian over the weights
of the fully-connected layers of a DNN, referred to as the Bayes-by-Backprop (BBB)
[11]. In a followup work, Shridhar et al. extended BBB to Bayes-CNN by proposing a
fully factorized Gaussian distribution over convolutional kernels [87]. Fortunato et al extended BBB for recurrent neural networks (RNNs) by applying truncated back-propagation
through time [26]. On the other hand, Gal and Ghahramani proposed Dropout CNNs by using VI and interpreting dropout as a Bernoulli distribution over convolutional kernels [28].
Louizos and Welling improved the VI approximation by employing multiplicative normal-
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izing flows (MNFs) that transformed the variational density through a series of invertible
mapping [63].
Roth and Pernkopf proposed a closed-form approximation for the log-likelihood in
fully-connected networks [83]. Later, Wu et al. extended Roth and Pernkopf’s work for the
Heaviside activation function and developed an empirical Bayes method for tuning prior
distribution during training [97]. Authors in [83] and [97] provided a closed-form approximation for the Gaussian posterior in fully-connected networks; however, the approximation
was only limited to ReLU and Heaviside activation functions and did not perform well as
compared to the state-of-the-art. In [2,92], authors estimated observation (input signal) uncertainty using a deterministic pre-trained fully-connected neural network; however, they
did not link the uncertainty in the network’s parameters to the output prediction.
In VI based methods, the moments of the distribution defined over the network
parameters are generally not propagated from one layer of the DNN to the next layer. Only
one sample is drawn randomly from the variational posterior and is passed forward through
network layers [11, 28, 87]. The uncertainty in the output of the model is estimated using
the frequentist approach, i.e., averaging stochastic forward passes through the model at test
time using Monte Carlo and computing the sample variance [11, 28, 87].
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Chapter 3
Extended Variational Density Propagation (exVDP)
In this chapter, we explain the detailed theoretical and mathematical formulation
of the proposed variational density propagation framework. We introduce Extended Variational Density Propagation (exVDP), which is a first-order Taylor series mean-covariance
propagation through network layers and non-linearities.
We consider a convolutional neural network (CNN) with a total of C convolutional layers and L fully-connected layers. A non-linear activation function follows every convolutional and fully-connected layer. Moreover, every convolutional layer is followed by a max-pooling layer. The network’s weights (and biases) are represented by
(kc ) Kc
(l) L
C
c
}kc =1 }C
Ω = {{{W(kc ) }K
c=1 is the set of Kc kernels in
kc =1 }c=1 , {W }l=1 }, where {{W

the cth convolutional layer, and {W(l) }Ll=1 is the set of weights in L fully-connected layers. We consider input tensor X ∈ RI1 ×I2 ×K , where I1 , I2 , and K represent image height,
width, and number of channels respectively.

3.1

Variational Learning
We introduce a prior distribution over network weights, Ω ∼ p(Ω). We assume

that convolutional kernels are independent of each other within a layer as well as across
different layers; however, within a kernel, we assume that a covariance structure exits. This
independence assumption is reasonable, perhaps even desirable, as it promotes convolutional kernels to extract uncorrelated features within and across layers. Given the training
data D = {X(i) , y(i) }N
i=1 and the prior p(Ω), the posterior p(Ω|D) is given through the
Bayes’ rule. However, p(Ω|D) is typically intractable. VI methods approximate the true
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posterior p(Ω|D) with a simpler parametrized variational distribution qφ (Ω). The optimal
parameters of the variational posterior φ∗ are estimated by minimizing the Kullback-Leibler
(KL) divergence between the approximate and the true posterior [9, 10].
φ∗ = argmin KL [qφ (Ω)kp(Ω|D)]
Z
qφ (Ω)
dΩ
= argmin qφ (Ω) log
p(Ω)p(D|Ω)

(3.1)

= argmin KL [qφ (Ω)kp(Ω] − Eqφ (Ω) {log p(D|Ω)} .
The optimization objective is given by the evidence lower bound (ELBO) L(φ; y|X):
L(φ; y|X) = Eqφ (Ω) (log p(y|X, Ω)) − KL(qφ (Ωkp(Ω)).

(3.2)

ELBO consists of two parts, the expected log-likelihood of the training data given the
weights and a regularization term, which can be re-written as:
KL(qφ (Ωkp(Ω) =

C X
Kc
X

(kc )

KL(qφ (W

(kc )

)kp(W

c=1 kc =1

)) −

L
X

KL(qφ (W(l) )kp(W(l) )).

l=1

(3.3)

3.2

Tensor Normal Distribution (TND)

A fully factorized Gaussian distribution defined over the convolutional kernel imposes a restrictive independence assumption between elements of a kernel. We consider a
convolutional kernel as a three-dimensional (3-D) tensor and define tensor normal distributions (TNDs) over these kernels [66]. A TND over a random tensor of order 3 and of
dimensions (n1 × n2 × n3 ) — denoted as W ∼ T N n1 ,n2 ,n3 (M, T) — is defined as:

exp{− 12 (W − M) ×1···J (◦3j=1 (U(j) )−1 ) ×1···J (W − M)}
p
p(W) =
,
n2 n3
n1 n3
n1 n2
(2π)n1 n2 n3 |U(1) | 2 |U(2) | 2 |U(3) | 2
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(3.4)

where J = 3, “◦” is the outer product and “×1···J ” is the tensor multiplication over all J
dimensions, i.e. a generalization of the n-mode product. The mean tensor is M = E[W],
and the covariance tensor of order 6 is T which is defined as,


T i1 i2 i3 j1 j2 j3 = E Wi1 i2 i3 Wj1 j2 j3 .

(3.5)

It can be shown that the covariance tensor in Eq. (3.5) is positive semi-definite. In a
separable or Kronecker structured model, the covariance matrix of the vectorized multidimensional array is the Kronecker product of a number of covariance matrices equal to the
number of dimensions, which is 3 in our case, i.e., T =

N3

j=1

U(j) , where {U(j) }3j=1 are

positive semi-definite matrices [66]. The Kronecker structured model reduces the number
of parameters to be estimated.

Proposition 1. The existence of the factorization, T =

N1

j=3

U(j) , is equivalent to the

following analytic condition:
T i1 i2 i3 j1 j2 j3 T 2111111 = T 11i3 11j3 T 1i2 11j2 1 T i1 11j1 11 .

(3.6)

The condition in Proposition 1 can be viewed as “non-correlation” between three
indices of the tensor Wi1 i2 i3 . We note from Eq. (3.6) that up to the normalization factor
(T 2111111 ), the covariance coefficient T i1 i2 i3 j1 j2 j3 is the product of covariance coefficients for
pairs i1 j1 , i2 j2 , i3 j3 with other indices being fixed equal to 1. In other words, the factorization of the six-dimensional tensor can be interpreted as non-correlation between the height,
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width and depth of the tensor Wi1 i2 i3 . In this case, an equivalent formulation of the TND
is a multivariate Gaussian distribution,

vec(W) ∼

NQ3

j=1

nj (vec(M),

1
O

U(j) ),

(3.7)

j=3

where vec(.) denotes the vectorization operation, and

3.3

N

denotes the Kronecker product.

Variational Density Propagation

We propose to approximate the true unknown posterior p(Ω|D) by a variational
distribution qφ (Ω). We have defined Gaussian prior (i.e., TND) over convolutional kernels and weights of the fully-connected layers. The task is now to propagate the moments
of the variational distribution qφ (Ω) through various layers, i.e., convolution, activation,
max-pooling, fully-connected, and soft-max. It is important to note that in our settings,
the convolutional kernels, resulting activations, extracted features, logits, and output of the
soft-max function are all random variables. Therefore, instead of performing algebraic operations on real numbers, we are confronted with operations on random variables, including
(1) multiplication of a random variable with a constant, (2) multiplication of two random
variables, and (3) non-linear transformations operating over random variables. As a result
of the multiplication of two Gaussian random variables or non-linear transformation, the
resulting random variables may not have Gaussian distribution [79]. Our goal is to propagate the mean and covariance of the variational distribution and later obtain the mean and
covariance of the predictive distribution, p(y|X, D). The mean of p(y|X, D) represents the
network’s prediction, while the covariance matrix reflects the uncertainty associated with
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the output decision. An illustration of the proposed variational density propagation CNN
with one convolutional layer, one max-pooling and one fully-connected layer is shown in
Figure (1).

Figure 1. A schematic layout of the proposed variational density propagation CNN is presented. We show the propagation of the mean and covariance of the variational distribution
qφ (Ω) through multiple layers of a CNN.

3.4

Extended Variational Density Propagation (exVDP)

We start with our mathematical results for the propagation of the mean and covariance of the variational distribution qφ (Ω) through convolutional layers, activation functions, max-pooling, fully-connected layers, and the soft-max function. We will use firstorder Taylor series for the approximation of the first two moments (mean and covariance)
after a non-linear activation function operates on the random variable and refer to this
method as the extended variational density propagation (exVDP).

3.4.1 First convolutional layer. The convolution operation between a set of kernels and the input tensor is formulated as a matrix-vector multiplication. We first form
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sub-tensors Xi:i+r1 −1,j:j+r2 −1 from the input tensor X, having the same size as the kernels W(kc ) ∈ Rr1 ×r2 ×K . These sub-tensors are subsequently vectorized and arranged as
the rows of a matrix X̃. Thus, convolving X with the kcth kernel W(kc ) is equivalent to
multiplication of X̃ with vec(W(kc ) ). Let,

z(kc ) = X ∗ W(kc ) = X̃ × vec(W(kc ) ),

(3.8)

where ∗ denotes the convolution operation and × is a regular matrix-vector multiplication.
We have defined TND over the convolutional kernels, which is equivalent to defining multivariate Gaussian distributions over the vectorized kernels, i.e. vec(W(kc ) ) ∼

N m(kc ) , Σ(kc ) , where m(kc ) = vec(M(kc ) ) and Σ(kc ) = U(1,kc ) ⊗ U(2,kc ) ⊗ U(3,kc ) .
It follows that,
(ks )

z



∼ N µz(kc ) = X̃m

(kc )

, Σz(kc ) = X̃Σ

(kc )

X̃

T



.

(3.9)

3.4.2 Non-linear activation function. We approximate the mean and covariance
after the non-linear activation function ψ using the first-order Taylor series approxima(kc )

tion [79]). Let gi

(kc )

= ψ[zi

] be the element-wise ith output of ψ. We have µg(kc ) and

Σg(kc ) :

µg(kc ) ≈ ψ(µz(kc ) ),
i
i

2
 dψ(µ

(k ) )
 2
z c

i

,
(k )
σz(kc )
dzi c
i
Σg(kc ) ≈
 dψ(µ


(k ) )

z c

i

c ) (kc )
(k )
σz(k
zj
dz c
i
i
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if i = j.
dψ(µ

(k ) )
z c
j
(k )
dzj c

!
,

if i 6= j.

(3.10)

3.4.3 Max-pooling layer. For the max-pooling, µp(kc ) = pool(µg(kc ) ) and Σp(kc ) =
co-pool(Σg(kc ) ), where pool represents the max-pooling operation on the mean and co-pool
represents down-sampling the covariance, i.e., we keep only the rows and columns of Σg(kc )
corresponding to the pooled mean elements.

3.4.4 Flattening operation. The output tensor P of the max-pooling layer is vector
T
ized to form the input vector b of the fully-connected layer such that, b = p(1)T , · · · , p(Kc )T .
The mean and covariance matrix of b are given by:






0 
Σp(1) · · ·
 µp(1) 




 .

 . 
.
.



..
.. 
µb =  ..  , Σb =  ..
.








0
· · · Σp(Kc )
µp(Kc )

(3.11)

3.4.5 Fully-connected layer. Let wh ∼ N (mh , Σh ) be hth weight vector of the
fully-connected layer, where h = 1, · · · , H, and H is the number of output neurons. We
note that fh is the product of two independent random vectors b and wh . Let f be the
output vector of the fully-connected layer, then the elements of µf and Σf are derived by
the following proposition,
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Proposition 2. (Multiplication between two random vectors)
µfh = mTh µb ,





tr Σh Σb + mTh Σb mh + µTb Σh µb ,
Σf =



mTh Σb mh2 ,
h1 6= h2 ,
1

(3.12)

where h1 , h2 = 1, · · · , H represent any two weight vectors in the fully-connected layer.

3.4.6 Soft-max function. Let the output of the neural network be y = ϕ(f ), where
ϕ is the soft-max function. Using the first-order Taylor series approximation, the mean and
covariance of the output vector, i.e., µy and Σy , are derived as follows [88],

µy ≈ ϕ(µf ); Σy ≈ Jϕ Σf JTϕ ,

(3.13)

where Jϕ is the Jacobian matrix of ϕ with respect to f evaluated at µf [88].

3.4.7 Intermediate convolutional layers. The propagation of the first two moments
of the variational distribution can be easily extended to multiple convolutional layers. Consider an intermediate convolutional layer, e.g., the second convolutional layer with a total
of K2 convolution kernels that convolve with the tensor G (the output tensor of the previous layer, Figure (2)). Similar to the first convolutional layer, we formulate the convolution
operation as a matrix-vector multiplication. We form sub-tensors Gi:i+r1 −1,j:j+r2 −1 from
the tensor G having the same size as any kernel W(k2 ) ∈ Rr1 ×r2 ×K1 . Every vectorized
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sub-tensor, say g(l) = vec(Gi:i+r1 −1,j:j+r2 −1 ), is multiplied with the vectorized kernel as,
(k2 )

sl

= Gi:i+r1 −1,j:j+r2 −1 ∗ W(kc ) = (g(l) )T × vec(W(k2 ) )

(3.14)

where l = 1, · · · , dim(s(k2 ) ), k2 = 1, · · · , K2 and dim(s(k) ) is the dimension of the k2th
slice in the tensor S, (see Figure (2)).
(k2 )

Given that sl

is the product of two independent random vectors, g(l) and vec(W(k2 ) ),
(k2 )

the mean and covariance matrix of sl

can be computed using Proposition 2.

3.4.8 Objective function. Assuming a diagonal covariance matrix for the variational posterior distribution, N independently and identically distributed (iid) data points
and using M Monte Carlo samples to approximate the expectation by a summation, the
expected log-likelihood in the ELBO objective function is given as follows,

Eqφ (Ω) (log p(y|X, Ω)) ≈
M
N
i
NH
1 X hN
1 X (i)
T
(m) −1
(i)
(m)
−
log(2π) −
log(|Σy |) +
(y − µ(m)
)
(Σ
)
(y
−
µ
)
y
y
y
2
M m=1 2
2 i=1

(3.15)
The regularization term in (3.3) is the KL-divergence between two multivariate
Gaussian distributions [81]. If we have a CNN with one convolutional layer followed by the
activation function, one max-pooling and one fully-connected layer, thus the regularization
term in the ELBO objective function is derived as follows,
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KL(qφ (Ωkp(Ω) =
K1


1X
2
2
r1 r2 K σr21 ,k σr22 ,k σK,k
+ kM(k) k2F − r1 r2 K − r1 r2 K log(σr21 ,k σr22 ,k σK,k
)
2 k=1

!

H


1 X
2
2
2
+
nf σh + kmh kF − nf − nf log σh ,
2 h=1
(3.16)
where (r1 × r2 × K) is the size of the kernels, K1 is the number of kernels in the convolutional layer, H is the number of output neurons and nf is the length of the weight vector
wh in the fully-connected layer.

3.4.9 Back-propagation. During back-propagation, we compute the gradient of the
objective function ∇φ L(φ; D) with respect to the variational parameters

φ=

n


M

(kc )

Kc
2
, σr21 ,kc , σr22 ,kc , σK
c−1 ,kc kc =1

oC
c=1

,



H
mh , σh2 h=1


,

(3.17)

where (r1 × r2 × Kc−1 ) is the size of the kcth kernel, Kc is the number of kernels in the cth
convolutional layer and H is the number of output neurons. We use ∇φ L(φ; D) to update
our parameters φ using the gradient descent update rule.
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Figure 2. Propagation of the mean and covariance of the variational distribution qφ (Ω)
through the second convolutional layer in a CNN.
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Chapter 4
Unscented Variational Density Propagation (unVDP)
In this chapter, we propose a density propagation framework based on the unscented transformation that propagates sigma points through layers of a deep neural network (DNNs). The unscented framework provides an estimate of the posterior distribution,
which is correct at least up to the third order.

4.1

Unscented Transformation

In the Extended Variational Density Propagation (exVDP) framework, we used
first-order approximation to estimate the mean and covariance after the non-linear activation layer, which may result in an accumulation of errors especially in DNNs with a
large number of stacked non-linear activations. The unscented transformation (UT) estimates the mean and covariance after a non-linear transformation, which are correct at least
up to the third-order [44, 45, 88]. In the UT framework, the probability density function
(pdf) is specified using a minimal set of carefully chosen samples, called sigma points.
The sigma points capture the true mean and covariance matrix of a random variable, and
when propagated through a non-linear transformation, capture the transformed mean and
covariance matrix accurately to the 3rd order for any non-linearity [45]. For non-Gaussian
inputs, UT approximations are accurate to at least the second-order, with the accuracy of
third and higher-order moments determined by choice of the transform parameters [44,95].
The UT approximation is based on two fundamental principles: 1) it is easy to
perform a non-linear transformation on a single point (rather than an entire pdf); 2) it is
not too hard to find a set of individual points whose sample pdf approximates the true pdf
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of the state vector. Figure (3) presents UT for estimating the mean and covariance using
sigma points after the Gaussian distribution passes through a non-linear transformation.
Note that the UT approximation differs substantially from general sampling methods (e.g., Monte-Carlo methods) which require orders of magnitude more sample points
in an attempt to propagate an accurate (possibly non- Gaussian) distribution of the state.
UT relies on a computationally efficient sampling approach using a finite number of sigma
points, exactly (2d + 1), with d being the dimension of the random vector. Perhaps, one
of the most acclaimed implementations of the UT is the Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF),
which recursively estimates the state in non-linear systems [45]. Software and hardware
implementations of the UKF were proposed for various online applications, including mobile robotic systems [89], cognitive radio [22], wireless communications [99] and target
tracking [59].

4.2

Unscented Variational Density Propagation (unVDP)

We extend the exVDP approach, i.e., the first-order Taylor series approximation of
the non-linear activation function, to the unscented transformation which propagates not
only the mean and covariance matrix of the variational distribution, qφ (Ω), but the sigma
points from qφ (Ω) through the non-linearity.
Consider the random vector z(kc ) of length dz (at the output of the convolutional
layer, Figure (1)), which is transformed by the non-linear activation function ψ, as g(kc ) =
ψ[z(kc ) ]. The mean vector and covariance matrix of z(kc ) , i.e. µz(kc ) and Σz(kc ) , given in Eq.
(3.9), are used to generate 2dz + 1 sigma points using:
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Figure 3. A schematic description of unscented transformation (UT) for 2D Gaussian
distribution is presented. The approximation of the mean and covariance of a Gaussian distribution after a non-linear transformation using sigma points is shown. The sigma points
are carefully chosen and provide estimates of the mean and covariance, which are correct
at least up to the third order.

z(kc , 0) = µz(kc ) ,
z̃(kc , i) =
w(0) =

p

(dz + λ)

z(kc , i) = µz(kc ) + z̃(kc , i) , i = 1, · · · , 2dz
p

λ
,
dz + λ

Σz(kc )

T

,

z̃(kc , dz +i) = −

i

w(±i) =

p

(dz + λ)

p
T
Σz(kc ) , i = 1, · · · , dz ,
i

1
,
2(dz + λ)
(4.1)

p
T p

p
Σz(kc ) is the matrix square root of (Σz(kc ) ) such that
Σz(kc )
Σz(kc ) =
p

p

Σz(kc ) , and
Σz(kc ) is the ith row of
Σz(kc ) .
where

i

Each individual sigma point of Eq. (4.1) is then transformed using the non-linear
activation function ψ(.), such as g(kc , i) = ψ[z(kc , i) ], where i = 0, · · · , 2dz . The approxi-
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mate mean and covariance matrix of the vector g(kc ) are then computed as follows,
µg(kc ) =
Σg(kc ) =

2dz
X
i=0
2d
X

w(i) g(kc ,i)
w(i) (g(kc ,i) − µg(kc ) )(g(kc ,i) − µg(kc ) )T

(4.2)

i=0

+ (1 − α2 + β)(g(kc ,0) − µg(kc ) )(g(kc ,0) − µg(kc ) )T .
The design parameters of UT have here the same notation as in UKF literature (e.g., [95]):
• λ is defined by λ = α2 (dz + κ) − dz .
• α controls the spread of the sigma points and is suggested to be approximately 10−3 .
• β compensates for the distribution, and should be chosen to β = 2 for Gaussian
distributions.
• κ is usually chosen to zero.

Proposition 3. (Asymptotic property of UT) Consider the mapping g = ψ(z) from Rdz
to Rdg of the stochastic variable z with mean µz and covariance Σz . The UT yields the
UT
following mean µUT
g and covariance Σg asymptotically as

√

dz + λ → 0+ (i.e., α → 0+

with κ = 0), in Eq. 4.1,
i
1h
tr ψi00 (µz )Σz ,
2
i
i
T (β − α2 ) h

= ψ 0 (µz )Σz ψ 0 (µz ) +
tr Σz ψi00 (µz ) tr Σz ψj00 (µz )
.
4
ij

µUT
g = ψ(µz ) +
ΣUT
g

(4.3)

UT
For dz = 1, the equality between µUT
g and Σg and the first two moments of the second

order Taylor expansion holds if β − α2 = 2.
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Proof of Proposition 3 can be found in [36].
The number of sigma points is double the size of z(k) vector, which depends on the
size of the input tensor. For instance, in the MNIST dataset, the size of the input tensor is
(28×28), which implies that the size of the vectorized slice z(k) is (28∗28 = 784) assuming
no padding. Thus, the number of sigma points, in this case, is 2dz + 1 = 2 ∗ (28 ∗ 28) + 1 =
1569.
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Chapter 5
Experimental Results on Benchmark Dataset
In this chapter, we assess the performance of the proposed density propagation
frameworks — exVDP and unVDP approaches — on the classification task using two
benchmark datasets, i.e., MNIST and CIFAR-10 [17, 49]. We compare our results with the
state-of-the-art, including Bayes-by-Backprop (BBB), Bayes-CNN, Dropout CNN, and a
deterministic CNN (deterministic with no uncertainty) [11, 28, 87]. The classification accuracy on the test datasets is used as a metric for comparison with other models.
We establish the robustness of our model using various levels of Gaussian noise and
adversarial attacks. The targeted adversarial examples are generated using the fast gradient
sign method (FGSM) in all cases [61]. We consider three noise levels, i.e., low, medium
and high, based on the amount of noise required to introduce significant distortion in the
input test dataset. For MNIST classification task, these three levels of noise were σnoise =
2
0.1, 0.2, 0.3 for adversarial noise and σnoise
= 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 for Gaussian noise. For CIFAR-

10 classification, the three levels of noise were measured by the highest conceivable value
(HCV= 0.01, 0.05, 0.1) for both Gaussian and adversarial noise, where HCV = 3 σnoise
[21].

5.1

Classification on MNIST Dataset

MNIST dataset of handwritten digits consists of 60, 000 training and 10, 000 validation gray-scale images of 28 × 28 pixels. Each image is labeled with its corresponding
number (between zero and nine) [17]. The classification of MNIST is performed by using a
small size network architecture with one convolutional layer followed by a rectified linear
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unit (ReLU) activation [73], one max-pooling, and one fully-connected layer. There are 32
kernels in the convolutional layer, and they are of size (5 × 5).
In Table (1), we present test accuracy of unVDP, exVDP, BBB, and a deterministic
CNN at three levels of adversarial and additive Gaussian noise. The targeted adversarial
examples are generated to fool each network into predicting digit “3”. We note that the
performance of all networks decreases when Gaussian or adversarial noise is added; however, unVDP and exVDP models are significantly more robust than other state-of-the-art
DNNs. From Table (1), we observe that the test accuracy of the deterministic CNN and
BBB deteriorates to 14.7% and 45.9%, respectively, at the medium level of adversarial
noise, whereas exVDP and unVDP are still able to maintain higher accuracy at 84.4% and
84.9%, respectively.
Figure (4) shows three randomly selected images from the MNIST test set corrupted
by the adversarial noise. The adversarial noise was created at the same level, i.e., medium
to attack each network. The figure also presents the true classification and the predicted
one below each image.

5.2

Classification on CIFAR-10 Dataset

CIFAR-10 dataset consists of 60, 000 training and 10, 000 validation RGB images
in 10 classes, with 6, 000 images per class in the training set, and each image is 32 × 32
pixels.
For the CIFAR-10 dataset, we use the CNN architecture with six convolutional
layers, each followed by an exponential linear unit (ELU) activation, three max-pooling,
and one fully-connected layer [15]. The numbers of convolutional kernels in layers one
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to six are 32, 32, 64, 64, 128 and 128, respectively. We use kernels of size (3 × 3) in all
layers. Figure (5) shows the architecture of the proposed models for MNIST and CIFAR10 datasets.
In Table 2, we present test accuracy of unVDP, exVDP, Bayes-CNN, and Dropout
CNN with varying levels of adversarial and Gaussian noise. The targeted adversarial examples were generated to fool each network into predicting the class label as a “cat”. We note
that all networks perform well on noise-free test data; however, it is evident that unVDP
and exVDP maintain their classification performance under adversarial attacks and Gaussian noise. For example, at the medium level of adversarial noise, the test accuracy of the
proposed unVDP and exVDP models decreases by 7% and 9%, respectively. In contrast,
the test accuracy reduces by 23% in Bayes-CNN and 38% in Dropout CNN.
Figure (6) shows three randomly chosen images from the CIFAR-10 dataset corrupted by adversarial noise generated to fool each network (Dropout CNN, Bayes-CNN,
exVDP and unVDP) into predicting the class label as a cat. Under each image, we present
the true label and the predicted one.
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Table 1
MNIST test accuracy at varying levels of adversarial and Gaussian noise
Gaussian noise level

unVDP

exVDP

BBB

Deterministic CNN

No noise

97.9%

97.8%

97.8%

97.7%

Low

95.1%

94.1%

86.4%

79.6%

Medium

86.7%

84.6%

76.7%

70.5%

High

74.8%

73.4%

63.8%

55.9%

Low

97.5%

96.6%

91.5%

58.7%

Medium

84.9%

84.4%

45.9%

14.7%

High

66.1%

51.6%

16.5%

14.5%

Adversarial noise level

Table 2
CIFAR-10 test accuracy at varying levels of adversarial and Gaussian noise
Gaussian noise level

unVDP

exVDP

Bayes-CNN

Dropout CNN

No noise

92.5%

91.8%

92.1%

91.0%

Low

92.3%

91.4%

87.0%

89.0%

Medium

91.9%

90.9%

86.8%

87.2%

High

90.1%

89.1%

85.2%

86.0%

Low

88.2%

88.1%

76.2%

77.0%

Medium

85.4%

82.3%

69.1%

53.0%

High

76.5%

67.7%

42.2%

33.0%

Adversarial noise level
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Figure 4. Prediction of deterministic CNN, BBB, exVDP and unVDP for three randomly
chosen images from the MNIST dataset corrupted by adversarial noise created to fool each
network into predicting the digit “3”. The adversarial noise was created at the same level
(i.e., medium) for all networks.

Figure 5. The architecture of the proposed variational density propagation frameworks for
the MNIST and CIFAR-10 datasets.
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Figure 6. Predictions of the Dropout CNN, Bayes-CNN and the proposed exVDP and
unVDP for three randomly chosen images from CIFAR-10 test dataset corrupted by adversarial noise built at the same level, i.e., medium, for all networks.
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Chapter 6
Self-Awareness and Robustness
We focus on the estimation uncertainty (or confidence) linked to the output decisions of deep neural networks. We set up a variational approximation problem and propagate the first two moments of the variational distribution through all layers of a deep neural
network using the proposed models, i.e., exVDP and unVDP. The resulting mean vector after the soft-max function provides the prediction, and the variance (i.e., diagonal elements
in the variance-covariance matrix) captures the uncertainty in the prediction. The proposed
models can use their confidence/uncertainty information as a quantitative metric to assess
their own performance, i.e., leading to models that are “self-aware”. This chapter provides
a detailed analysis of the output covariance matrix for both exVDP and unVDP models.
We also show that the propagation of uncertainty in deep neural networks using exVDP or
unVDP is linked to their increased robustness though “logit squeezing”.

6.1

Analysis of the Output Covariance Matrix

We analyze the output covariance matrices of both exVDP and unVDP models at
various levels of Gaussian and adversarial noise for MNIST and CIFAR-10 test datasets.
Our analysis reveals that the output covariance matrix for any test example consists of
elements with a very small magnitude. However, as we introduce noise, the variance
(diagonal elements of the covariance matrix) and the corresponding covariance elements
(off-diagonal elements corresponding to the predicted class) start increasing in magnitude.
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6.1.1 Output variance. We compute average variance over all test examples at various Gaussian and adversarial noise levels, as demonstrated in Figure (7) (a and b) for the
MNIST dataset and Figure (8) (a and b) for the CIFAR-10 dataset. The same noise levels
are used for both Gaussian and adversarial noise and plotted as the signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) in Figures (7) and (8). We also show the test accuracy corresponding to each noise
level for both exVDP and unVDP in Figure (7) (c and d) for the MNIST dataset and Figure
(8) (c and d) for the CIFAR-10 dataset.
We observe high average variance at low SNR values for both Gaussian and adversarial noise. At high SNR values (exVDP ∼ 12 dB for Gaussian noise and ∼ 20 dB for the
adversarial noise, unVDP ∼ 12 dB for both Gaussian and adversarial noise), the average
variance settles around 1.3 for exVDP and 0.9 for unVDP. We also note that the rate of increase in average variance is faster for the adversarial noise as compared to Gaussian noise
for decreasing SNR (from right to left in Figure (7) (a and b) and Figure (8) (a and b)). The
average variance information available in the proposed exVDP and unVDP models can be
used at the prediction/inference time to identify the increasing noise in the input or possible
adversarial attack. This is referred to as self-awareness for deep neural networks.

6.1.2 Output covariance. We also investigate the off-diagonal elements of the covariance matrix, which represent covariances between different output classes. We observe
that the magnitudes of the off-diagonal elements increase with increasing noise (or decreasing SNR).
In Figures (9) and (10), we present heat-maps of average output covariance matrices
of the unVDP and exVDP models on MNIST dataset for three cases: noise-free, Gaussian
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noise, and adversarial noise. The average test accuracies of the unVDP for the three cases
are 97.9%, 86.7%, and 84.9%, respectively, while the test accuracies of the exVDP for the
three noise cases are 97.8%, 84.6%, and 84.4%, respectively. Each pixel of the heat-map is
a normalized average of the absolute value of the covariance for all 10,000 test examples.
The targeted adversarial examples are generated to fool the model into predicting digit “3”.
For the noise-free case, we observe that the off-diagonal elements have small (close to zero)
magnitude — Figure (9) (a) and Figure (10) (a). For the Gaussian noise (Figures (9) (b) and
(10) (b)), we note that the covariance values are higher; however, there is no pattern, and
the high and low values are randomly distributed among various classes. Finally, for the
targeted adversarial attack (the targeted attack class is “3”, Figure (9) (c) and Figure (10)
(c)), we observe high covariance values between the target class and all other classes. This
pattern of increased covariance values clearly indicates that the model is under a targeted
adversarial attack.

6.2

Robustness Through Logit Squeezing

Logit squeezing refers to the technique that penalizes the norm of logits (where
logits are class scores that are not normalized and form the input to the soft-max function)
[46]. The authors suggested adding a regularization term to the training objective function
that explicitly penalizes large logits [46, 84]. Shafahi et al. have shown that aggressive
logit squeezing, by highly weighting the logits regularization term, results in a model that
is more robust than a model trained with adversarial examples [84].
We hypothesize that the increased robustness of the proposed density propagation
approaches, i.e., exVDP and unVDP, is linked to logit squeezing. We, therefore, investi41

gate how the logits change for the exVDP and unVDP in comparison with a deterministic
CNN at varying levels of adversarial noise. In Figure (11), we present histograms of logits
that correspond to the predicted class in the MNIST test set for three models, i.e., unVDP,
exVDP and a deterministic CNN tested under four adversarial noise conditions (no noise,
low noise, medium noise and high noise). We note that with an increasing level of adversarial noise, the distributions of the logits for exVDP and unVDP are squeezed toward
lower values. We conjecture that the proposed exVDP and unVDP inherently squeeze the
logits without adding any explicit penalty to the objective function for the logit squeezing.
We believe that the logit squeezing in exVDP and unVDP is linked to the second-moment
propagation through layers of the deep neural network. We consider that during training, the availability of additional information in the form of the second moment (variancecovariance) helps the learning process, and the resulting model is more robust to noise and
adversarial attacks.
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Figure 7. Variance Analysis using the MNIST dataset. (a) and (b) Average variance
values are plotted against the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for varying levels of Gaussian and
adversarial noise for exVDP and unVDP, respectively. The variance values are averaged
over all 10,000 test examples of the MNIST dataset, and lightly filled areas represent once
standard deviation. (c) and (d) Average test accuracy values correspond to different noise
levels are presented for exVDP and unVDP, respectively.
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Figure 8. Variance Analysis using the CIFAR-10 dataset. (a) and (b) Average variance
values are plotted against the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for varying levels of Gaussian and
adversarial noise for exVDP and unVDP, respectively. The variance values are averaged
over all test examples of the CIFAR-10 dataset, and lightly filled areas represent once
standard deviation. (c) and (d) Average test accuracy values correspond to different noise
levels are presented for exVDP and unVDP, respectively.

Figure 9. Heat-maps of the average covariance matrices at the output of the unVDP model.
Each pixel of the heat-map is a normalized average of the absolute value of the covariance
for all 10,000 MNIST test examples. (a) noise-free, (b) Gaussian noise, and (c) adversarial
noise. The adversarial examples are generated to fool the model into predicting digit “3”.
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Figure 10. Heat-maps of the average covariance matrices at the output of the exVDP
model. Each pixel of the heat-map is a normalized average of the absolute value of the
covariance for all 10,000 MNIST test examples. (a) noise-free, (b) Gaussian noise, and (c)
adversarial noise. The adversarial examples are generated to fool the model into predicting
digit “3”.

Figure 11. Histograms of logits at various adversarial noise levels for the unVDP, exVDP
and a deterministic CNN trained on the MNIST dataset. The logit values correspond to the
predicted class. (a) Noise-free case. (b) adversarial attack - low noise (c) adversarial attack
- medium noise level (d) adversarial attack - high noise level.
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Chapter 7
Application to Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) Image Segmentation
Synthetic aperture radar (SAR) is an important remote sensing tool that provides
high-resolution images of earth surface under all-weather and day-and-night conditions [71].
The image data from SAR is used in various applications ranging from environmental and
earth system monitoring [16], geoscience and climate change research [35], 2-D and 3-D
mapping [27], 4-D mapping (space and time) [25] and security and screening [71]. One
of the advanced types of SAR is the polarimetric SAR (PolSAR), which can penetrate observed objects to a certain extent and record the complete scattering information of these
objects [93]. The fully polarimetric wave-forms enable one to capture the scatter characteristics/matrix of objects/targets [93]. Given the wide range of applications of SAR images, it
is crucial to process (e.g., classify) these images using robust and reliable machine learning
algorithms [41, 60]. However, due to the unique nature, complex imaging mechanism, and
random speckle noise in SAR/PolSAR images, the robust multi-class classification remains
a challenging problem [55, 100].
In this chapter, we assess the performance of the proposed exVDP and unVDP
approaches on the SAR segmentation task using two PolSAR datasets, (1) Airborne SAR
(AIRSAR) data of agricultural area over Flevoland in The Netherlands, and (2) the electronically steered array radar (ESAR) data collected over Oberpfaffenhofen, Germany [1]. We
set up the segmentation task as a region-based classification problem by randomly sampling
patches of size m × m from SAR images and use these patches as inputs to the networks,
following the work of [19,100]. We start by randomly selecting 3 × 3 sub-patches from the
SAR image that share the same ground truth label. Then, we use these 3 × 3 sub-patches
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as the center of the m × m input patches. The label of each input patch is manually set as
the label of the center sub-patch [100]. The sampled patches are balanced over all classes
by using the ground truth information during sampling. The size of the input patches is
set to m = 8 by conducting a sensitivity analysis to establish the optimal size of the input
patches.
For both PolSAR datasets, we use the following network architecture for training
and testing: two convolutional layers, two ReLU layers, one max-pooling, one fully connected, and one soft-max layer. The pooling has a size of 2 × 2 and a stride of 2 pixels. The
first convolutional layer has 64 kernels (filters) with size 3 × 3 × 6, and the second layer
has 128 kernels with size 2 × 2 × 64. Our metric for comparing the performance of the
proposed exVDP and unVDP models with a deterministic CNN is the overall classification
accuracy, which is the accuracy of the entire SAR image [100].
We evaluate the performance of all three networks — exVDP, unVDP and a deterministic CNN — at various levels of additive Gaussian noise and adversarial attacks.
The adversarial attacks were generated using the fast gradient sign method (FGSM) [61].
The three noise levels are low, medium and high based on the amount of noise required
to introduce significant distortion in the test SAR image. In the Flevoland SAR segmentation task, the three levels of noise were measured by the highest conceivable value
(HCV= 0.1, 0.2, 0.3) for adversarial noise and σnoise = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 for Gaussian noise,
where HCV = 3 σnoise [21]. In the Oberpfaffenhofen SAR segmentation, adversarial noise
is measured by HCV= 0.01, 0.05, 0.1. At test time, we used the output covariance matrices
to generate uncertainty maps, which represent pixel-level confidence in the segmentation
output. Figure (12) shows a schematic architecture of the proposed variational density prop47

agation frameworks for SAR datasets. The output of the network consists of the predicted
segmentation and the uncertainty map generated using the predictive covariance matrix.

Figure 12. A schematic architecture of the proposed variational density propagation frameworks for SAR datasets depicting convolution kernels, activation function, max-pooling
operation, and fully connected layers. We define probability distributions over all unknown
parameters and propagate the first two moments through these layers. The inputs of the
network are patches from a SAR image and the output encompasses: i) the segmentation
decision, and ii) the associated uncertainty map generated using the predictive covariance
matrix.

7.1

Experiment on Flevoland Dataset

Flevoland dataset is a subset of an L-band, full PolSAR image, acquired by the
NASA/Jet Propulsion Laboratory AIRSAR platform in 1989 during MAESTRO-1 Campaign [1]. The image size is 750 × 1024 pixels with 6 channels [100]. There are in total
15 identified classes, including stembeans, peas, forest, lucerne, three types of wheat, beet,
potatoes, bare soil, grass, rapeseed, barley, water, and a small number of buildings. The
color codes of the ground truth are presented in Figure (13). The sampling rate is set to
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22%, which provides 30, 000 samples — 90% for training and 10% validation — while the
test accuracy is computed using 156, 741 patches sampled from the entire SAR image [19].
We chose “lucerne” as the target class for the adversarial attacks.
In Figures (13) and (14), we present Flevoland image with ground truth segmentation annotations, predicted segmentation by unVDP and exVDP models, respectively, for
a noise-free case and three levels of adversarial noise. We also present uncertainty maps
for noisy cases that represent the models’ confidence in segmentation decisions. We note
that as the level of adversarial attack increases (Figures (13) and (14), (d - f)), more and
more objects are segmented as “lucerne” (cyan color) which is the target of the adversarial
attack. We also observe that the uncertainty in the segmentation results increases as the
level of noise increases (Figures (13) and (14) (g - i), compare images in the third row from
left to right).
We present segmentation accuracy in Table (3) for three models, i.e., unVDP, exVDP
and a deterministic CNN for varying levels of Gaussian and adversarial noise. We note that
all three models perform well on noise-free data; however, exVDP and unVDP maintain
significantly higher accuracy for the Gaussian noise and adversarial attacks.
Figure (15) shows the output variance of the exVDP model, averaged over all pixels of the Flevoland SAR image, versus the noise level measured by the HCV. The three
curves in the left column represent the output variance (representing the uncertainty in the
segmentation decision) for three different patch sizes. The figure also shows — in the right
column — the accuracy versus the noise levels. The output variance increases when the
noise level increases (the corresponding accuracy values decrease), indicating that the network is less and less confident in its decision. This monotonic behavior is observed for all
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patch sizes. Interestingly, the output variance corresponding to a patch size of 16 × 16 has
higher values than the other two. For small level attacks, all three patch sizes correspond
to similar uncertainty behavior. For high-level attacks, a patch size of 16 × 16 seems to be
quite sensitive to attacks; and thus may be desirable at deployment.

Table 3
Flevoland SAR Image - Segmentation accuracy for various Gaussian and adversarial
noise levels
Gaussian noise level

unVDP

exVDP

Deterministic CNN

No noise

96.7%

96.5%

96.2%

Low

92.3%

90.8%

88.1 %

Medium

85.1%

83.9%

77.9%

High

78.1%

77.8%

69.9 %

Low

86.5%

83.6%

73.6%

Medium

73.7%

68.8%

56.8%

High

61.8%

56.1%

47.4 %

Adversarial noise level

7.2

Experiment on Oberpfaffenhofen Dataset

Figures (16) (a) and (17) (a) show the ESAR L-band, multi-look data over Oberpfaffenhofen, Germany [1]. The size of the Oberpfaffenhofen SAR image is 1300 × 1200
pixels with 6 channels. The ground truth in Figures (16) (b) and (17) (b) shows three dis50

tinct classes: built-up areas (red), wood land (green), and open areas (yellow). Figures (16)
and (17) (c - f) show the predicted segmentation by unVDP and exVDP models, respectively, for noise-free and adversarially attacked test dataset. The uncertainty maps of the
unVDP and exVDP models are provided in the third row of Figures (16) and (17) (g - i),
respectively, for three levels of adversarial noise. The sampling rate is set to 10% for the
Oberpfaffenhofen dataset, which provides 100, 000 samples, 95% for training and 5% for
validation. We used 1, 303, 960 patches sampled from the entire SAR image for testing.
The target class for the adversarial attack is “open areas”. We note that the uncertainty in
the segmentation results increases as the level of adversarial noise increases.
In Table (4), we present the segmentation accuracy of unVDP, exVDP and a deterministic CNN for the noise-free case and three levels of adversarial noise. The proposed
models resist adversarial attacks and maintain higher accuracy as compared to their counterpart CNN. We also note that unVDP achieves higher accuracy as compared to exVDP.
The increase in the accuracy is linked to an increased number of non-linear activation functions, which are now better approximated by the unscented transformation in the unVDP
model as compared to the first-order approximation in the exVDP model.
Similar to the Flevoland dataset, Figure (18) shows the output variance of the
exVDP model, averaged over all pixels of the Oberpfaffenhofen SAR image, versus the
noise level measured by the HCV. We note that the model presents monotonic behavior for
the three different patch sizes: As the noise increases, the accuracy decreases and the output variance increases, indicating less confident decisions. For the Oberpfaffenhofen SAR
dataset, the output variance corresponding to a patch size of 8 × 8 has higher values than
the other two patch sizes, which implies higher sensitivity to adversarial attacks.
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Table 4
Oberpfaffenhofen SAR Image - Segmentation accuracy for various levels of adversarial
noise
Adversarial noise level

unVDP

exVDP

Deterministic CNN

No noise

94.2%

94.2%

94.5%

Low

91.4%

89.7%

89.5%

Medium

79.2%

74.1%

64.2%

High

68.7%

67.7%

59.3 %
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Figure 13. Flevoland dataset. (a) The Flevoland SAR image. (b) The ground truth segmentation. (c - f) The segmentation results of the unVDP model for different levels of
adversarial noise. (g - i ) The uncertainty maps of the unVDP model. The class label
“lucerne”, which is the target of the attack, is represented in cyan color in the ground truth
image. The arrows refer to the pixels that are misclassified as “lucerne” and to the uncertainty associated with these pixels in uncertainty maps.
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Figure 14. Flevoland dataset. (a) The original RGB pseudo-color SAR image of Flevoland.
(b) The ground truth map of the target scene. (c - f) The predicted segmentation by the
proposed exVDP model before and after adding three levels of adversarial noise. (g - i )
The uncertainty maps of the exVDP model for three levels of adversarial noise. The class
label “lucerne”, which is the target of the attack, is represented in cyan color in the ground
truth image. The arrows refer to the pixels that are misclassified as “lucerne” and to the
uncertainty associated with those pixels in the uncertainty maps.
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Figure 15. The output variance averaged over the entire Flevoland SAR image plotted
against the noise level measured by the HCV for three different patch sizes, 8 × 8, 16 × 16
and 32 × 32.
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Figure 16. Oberpfaffenhofen SAR dataset. (a) Original SAR image. (b) Ground truth
segmentation. (c - f) The segmentation results of the proposed unVDP for varying levels
of adversarial noise. (g - i) The uncertainty maps of the unVDP model. The class label
“open areas”, which is the target of the attack, is represented in yellow color in the ground
truth image. The arrows refer to the pixels that are misclassified as “open areas” and to the
uncertainty associated with those pixels in the uncertainty maps.
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Figure 17. Oberpfaffenhofen SAR dataset: (a) the original SAR image, (b) the ground
truth, (c - f) the predicted segmentation by the proposed exVDP model before and after
adding three levels of adversarial noise, and (g - i) the uncertainty maps of the exVDP
model for three levels of adversarial noise. The class label “open areas”, which is the target
of the attack, is represented in yellow color in the ground truth image. The arrows refer
to the pixels that are misclassified as “open areas” and to the uncertainty associated with
those pixels in the uncertainty maps.
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Figure 18. The output variance averaged over the entire Oberpfaffenhofen SAR image
plotted against the noise level measured by the HCV for three different patch sizes, 8 ×
8, 16 × 16 and 32 × 32.
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Chapter 8
Application to Brain Tumor Segmentation in MRI Images
Brain tumor segmentation in MRI images is a challenging problem due to the complex topology of anatomical structures, noise from image acquisition and intensity heterogeneity, also known as bias field distortion. The bias field makes the segmentation task
particularly difficult because it tends to merge the intensities of different anatomical regions [94]. High-grade gliomas (HGG), in particular, are aggressive and infiltrative types
of tumors with the highest mortality rate and prevalence [6]. Accurate segmentation of
brain tumors is crucial for treatment planning and follow-up evaluations. However, it is
even more challenging to segment HGG tumor, since the shape, structure, and location of
these abnormalities are highly variable. Furthermore, the issues of robustness, trustworthiness and attacks are of particular interest in medical imaging and in the clinic for diagnosis
and prognosis due to their link to human health.
In this chapter, we evaluate the performance of our proposed exVDP and unVDP
models on the HGG brain tumor segmentation task using the Brain Tumor Segmentation
Challenge (BraTS 2015) dataset. The dataset consists of 5 classes, i.e. class 0 - normal
tissue, class 1 - necrosis, class 2 - edema, class 3 - non-enhancing, and class 4 - enhancing
tumor [67]. The evaluation of segmentation is based on three regions, (1) complete tumor
(classes 1, 2, 3 and 4), (2) tumor core (classes 1, 3 and 4), and (3) enhancing tumor (class
4) [67].
We formulate brain tumor segmentation as a multi-class classification problem by
randomly sampling patches from four MRI modalities, i.e., FLAIR, T1, T2 and T1C [80].
We manually set the label of each patch to the label of the center pixel. The sampled
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patches are balanced over all classes. We extract a total of 100, 000 patches of size 33 ×
33 from the BraTS data of 20 patients and divide these patches into training and validation
bins (95% for training and 5% for validation). Our test set included randomly sampled
372 images, i.e., 43, 264 patches, from each of the four modalities. We compare exVDP
and unVDP models with a deterministic CNN, presented in [80]. We use the following
CNN architecture: six convolution layers (all kernels were 3×3, and we had 32, 32, 64,
64, 128, 128 kernels in layers one to six, respectively, followed by ReLU activation), two
max-pooling layers, and a fully-connected layer. The architecture is shown in Table (5).
We use Dice Similarity Coefficient (DSC) to evaluate the segmentation results before and after adding Gaussian noise or targeted adversarial attack (targeted class is class 3,
i.e., “non-enhancing tumor”). The evaluation of the proposed models on the BraTS dataset
is done without doing any pre-processing or data augmentation techniques.
In Table (6), we present DSC values for three test cases, i.e., noise-free, Gaussian,
and adversarial noise. We note that the DSC values of the proposed models are significantly
higher than that of the deterministic CNN for all cases in general and adversarial noise in
particular. In Figures (19) and (20), we show segmentation results for exVDP, unVDP
and a deterministic CNN for two representative HGG images (with and without adversarial
noise). The uncertainty maps associated with each segmentation are also presented for both
models. The uncertainty map allows physicians to review the segmentation results quickly
and, if needed, make corrections of tumor boundaries in the regions where the uncertainty
is high.
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Table 5
Architecture of the three models, i.e., exVDP, unVDP and deterministic CNN
Layer

Type

Filter size

HGG stride

No. kernels

FC units

Input

1

Conv.

3×3

1×1

32

-

33×33×4

2

Conv.

3×3

1×1

32

-

33×33×32

3

Conv.

3×3

1×1

64

-

33×33×32

4

Max-pool.

3×3

2×2

-

-

33×33×64

5

Conv.

3×3

1×1

64

-

16×16×64

6

Conv.

3×3

1×1

128

-

16×16×64

7

Conv.

3×3

1×1

128

-

16×16×128

8

Max-pool.

3×3

2×2

-

-

16×16×128

9

FC

-

-

-

5

6272

Table 6
Segmentation results measured using the Dice Similarity Coefficient (DSC) for the BraTS
test dataset
Method

unVDP

exVDP

Deterministic CNN

Tumor Regions

No noise

Adversarial noise

Gaussian noise

Complete

85.3%

81.7%

83.0%

Core

81.9%

78.7%

80.7%

Enhancing

83.7%

75.4%

81.7%

Complete

80.8%

77.4%

80.6%

Core

74.6%

72.6%

74.5%

Enhancing

74.0%

69.8%

73.9%

Complete

78.0%

43.4%

66.9%

Core

65.0%

47.1%

51.9%

Enhancing

75.0%

43.9%

55.7%
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Figure 19. Example 1: Segmentation results of the proposed exVDP, unVDP and a deterministic CNN on the BraTS 2015 dataset with and without adding adversarial noise. The
uncertainty map associated with each segmentation is also shown for each of the two models. The class label “non-enhancing tumor”, which is the target of the attack, is represented
in yellow color in the ground truth image. The green color refers to the edema class, the
red color refers to the enhancing tumor, and the blue color refers to the necrosis.
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Figure 20. Example 2: Segmentation results of the proposed exVDP, unVDP and a deterministic CNN on the BraTS 2015 dataset with and without adding adversarial noise. The
uncertainty map associated with each segmentation is also shown for each of the two models. The class label “non-enhancing tumor”, which is the target of the attack, is represented
in yellow color in the ground truth image. The green color refers to the edema class, the
red color refers to the enhancing tumor, and the blue color refers to the necrosis.
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Chapter 9
Summary and Conclusion
Model confidence or uncertainty is critical in autonomous systems as they directly
tie to the safety and trustworthiness of the system. The quantification of uncertainty in
the output decisions of deep neural networks (DNNs) is a challenging problem. In this
dissertation, we introduced a density propagation framework for DNNs based on variational inference, which estimates the uncertainty at the output. Given that the true density
propagation is intractable, we proposed two methods for the approximation of the variational density: Extended Variational Density Propagation (exVDP) and Unscented Variational Density Propagation (unVDP). In the exVDP model, we used first-order Taylor
Series approximation for propagating the first two moments of the variational distribution
through the layers of a CNN. In the unVDP model, we propagated a set of sigma points
that approximate the variational distribution, which is accurate to at least the 2nd order.
Our framework naturally results in logit squeezing significantly enhancing the robustness
to noise and adversarial attacks. The experimental results on MNIST, CIFAR-10, SAR
images and BraTS 2015 datasets established superior robustness to Gaussian noise and
adversarial attacks as compared to the deterministic homologue and other state-of-the-art
Bayesian neural networks. We also demonstrated that density propagation in DNNs naturally results in self-aware models that can assess their own performance and detect targeted
adversarial attacks.
The main advantages of the proposed density propagation frameworks over the
state-of-the-art, as well as the contributions of this dissertation are:
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• Establish the mathematical foundation of uncertainty or belief propagation through
the layers of a deep neural network (DNN).
• Introduce a first-order Taylor series mean-covariance propagation framework, which
propagates the first two moments of the variational posterior distribution through the
network non-linear layers.
• Develop a framework based on the unscented transformation that propagates sigma
points through the layers of a DNN. The unscented framework provides an estimate
of the posterior distribution, which is correct to at least the second order.
• Introduce Tensor Normal distributions (TNDs) over the convolutional kernels in a
CNN. TND captures the correlation and variance heterogeneity, both within and
among dimensions of an n-D array.
• The uncertainty propagation using either the first-order Taylor approximation or unscented transform significantly increases robustness against noise and adversarial attacks.
• The proposed models result in self-assessment through the uncertainty that increases
with increasing levels of ambient noise or attack and an ability to detect a targeted
attack from ambient noise.
• Highlight the intricate relationship between uncertainty propagation in DNNs and
the robustness of these models to noise and adversarial attacks.
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Appendix A
Proof of Proposition 1
Consider a covariance tensor of order six, i.e. T defined as,


T i1 i2 i3 j1 j2 j3 = E Wi1 i2 i3 Wj1 j2 j3 .

(A.1)

The tensor T is called positive-definite if for any third-order tensor Y, we have (notice that
we consider only real-valued tensors):
X X

T i1 i2 i3 j1 j2 j3 Yi1 i2 i3 Yj1 j2 j3 ≥ ckYk2 , c > 0.

(A.2)

i1 i2 i3 j1 j2 j3

Tensor T is also assumed to be symmetric in the following sense: T i1 i2 i3 j1 j2 j3 =
T j1 j2 j3 i1 i2 i3 . Then, like for matrices, there exists n3 positive eigenvalues λs and corresponding eigen-third-order-tensor Y(s) , such that the tensor T has the form,

3

T=

n
X

λs Y(s) ⊗ Y(s) , i.e.,

(A.3)

s=1

3

T i1 i2 i3 j1 j2 j3 =

n
X

(s)

(s)

λs Yi1 i2 i3 Yj1 j2 j3 .

(A.4)

s=1

Here n is the maximal value for indices i1 , i2 , i3 , j1 , j2 , j3 .
Now, we assume that the tensor T has a special factorized form, i.e.,

(1)

(2)

(3)

T i1 i2 i3 j1 j2 j3 = Ui1 j1 Ui2 j2 Ui3 j3 ,

(A.5)

with some positive-definite matrices U(1) , U(2) , U(3) . We will, without loss of general-
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(1)

(2)

ity, fix U11 = U11 = 1. Then we can easily obtain,
(2)

(3)

Ui3 j3 = T 11i3 11j3 ; Ui2 j2 =

T i 11j 11
T 1i2 11j2 1
(1)
; Ui1 j1 = 1 1 .
T 111111
T 111111

(A.6)

Condition in Eq. A.5 is equivalent to,
T i1 i2 i3 j1 j2 j3 T 2111111 = T 11i3 11j3 T 1i2 11j2 1 T i1 11j1 11

(A.7)

It is a straightforward substitution to see that Eq. A.5 implies Eq. A.7. Assume that Eq.
(1)

(2)

(3)

A.7 holds. Define Ui1 j1 , Ui2 j2 , Ui3 j3 by Eq. A.6. Then Eq. A.7 will read as,

T i1 i2 i3 j1 j2 j3 = T 11i3 11j3
=

(1)
Ui1 j1

T 1i2 11j2 1 T i1 11j1 11
T 111111 T 111111

(2)
Ui2 j2

(A.8)

(3)
Ui3 j3 ,

which is Eq. A.5.
Remark 1.
(1)

(2)

1. Factor T 2111111 , as well as fixation U11 = U11 = 1 are just normalization parameters.
2. Condition in Eq. A.7 can be considered in same sense as independence (or rather
non-correlation) between three indices of the tensor Wi1 i2 i3 . Indeed, as we notice
from Eq. A.7, up to normalization factor, the covariance coefficient is the product of
covariance coefficients for pairs i1 j1 , i2 j2 , i3 j3 with other indices being fixed equal
to 1.
3. The condition in Eq. A.7 can be reformulated with respect to any given triple of
indices. More precisely, let indices abc be fixed, then Eq. A.7 is equivalent to
76

T i1 i2 i3 j1 j2 j3 T 2abcabc = T abi3 abj3 T ai2 caj2 c T i1 bcj1 bc .
The proof is a straightforward substitution.
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(A.9)

Appendix B
Proof of Proposition 2
Let b and wh be the two independent random vectors defined in Section 3.4.5. For
every h, we multiply these two vectors. The resulting vector f has the mean and covariance
whose entries are derived as follows:

µfh = E[whT b] = E[tr(whT b)] = tr(E[whT b]) = mTh µb .

(B.1)

σf2h = V ar[whT b] = E[tr(whT bbT wh )] − E[whT b]E[whT b]
= E[tr(wh whT bbT )] − E[whT b]E[whT b]
= tr(E[wh whT ]E[bbT ]) − E[whT ]E[b]E[whT ]E[b]


T
T
= tr (Σh + mh mh )(Σb + µb µb ) − mTh µb mTh µb

= tr Σh Σb + tr(mh mTh Σb ) + tr(Σh µb µTb )
+ tr(mh mTh µb µTb ) − mTh µb mTh µb

= tr Σh Σb + mTh Σb mh + µTb Σh µb
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(B.2)

σfh1 fh2 = Cov[whT1 b, whT2 b]
= E[tr(whT1 bbT wh2 )] − E[whT1 b]E[whT2 b]
= E[tr(wh1 whT2 bbT )] − E[whT1 b]E[whT2 b]
= tr(E[wh1 whT2 ]E[bbT ]) − E[whT1 ]E[b]E[whT2 ]E[b]


T
T
= tr (Σh1 h2 + mh1 mh2 )(Σb + µb µb ) − mTh1 µb mTh2 µb

(B.3)


= tr Σh1 h2 Σb + tr(mh1 mTh2 Σb ) + tr(Σh1 h2 µb µTb )
+ tr(mh1 mTh2 µb µTb ) − mTh1 µb mTh2 µb

= tr Σh1 h2 Σb + mTh1 Σb mh2 + µTb Σh1 h2 µb ,
where h1 6= h2 . Since we assume that weight vectors wh , h = 1, · · · , H, in the fullyconnected layer are independent for all h, then the cross-covariance matrix Σh1 h2 between
any pairwise vectors wh1 and wh2 , where h1 , h2 = 1, · · · , H, is the zero matrix. Then, the
covariance between pairwise elements of the vector f turns out to be,

σfh1 fh2 = mTh1 Σb mh2 , h1 6= h2 .
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